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 Code: SMD158 
 Day: 20/3-2003 
 Skrivtid: 1500-1900 
 

 
Institutionen för systemteknik 
 
Examination in: SMD158, Interaktiva system 
Number of assignments: 8 
Max. score: 50 (normally 30 is required to pass) 
Teacher: Anna Hedman (exam supervisor) 0920  
 David Carr, 070-628 7075 
Result announced: As soon as possible after the exam. 
Exam handed out: See announcement of the results. 
 
Allowed aids: Drawing and writing tools. 
 An English/(Native Language) dictionary. 
 

Answers may be given in Swedish or English 
 
 
Assignment 1 7 Points 

Answer each of the following questions in a few sentences. 

(a) What is the event-action paradigm for user-interface programming? (1 point) 

(b) What is the event-action-state paradigm for user-interface programming? (1 point) 

(c) Constraint algorithms may evaluate in either a lazy fashion or an eager fashion. Explain the 
difference between lazy and eager evaluation. (1 point) 

(d) Give 2 of the 4 challenges for demonstrational programming. (2 points) 

(e) Give 2 of the 4 types of models that are commonly used for interactive systems. (2 points) 

Assignment 2 5 Points 
Describe how clipboards for cut/copy/paste are implemented. Be sure to discuss the issues 
associated with data format and space utilization. 

Assignment 3 8 Points 
Answer each of the following questions in a few sentences. You must convince me that you 
understand the essential details of each architectural model. 

(a) Describe the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture. For each component, discuss its 
functions and responsibilities. Draw a picture illustrating the communication among 
architecture component. (4 points) 

(b) Describe how the MVC architecture handles more than one view of the same object. (1 
point) 

(c) What are the differences between the MVC architecture and the User interface-Control-
Model (UCM) architecture? (1 point) 

(d) How would you convert the MVC architecture to the UCM architecture? (2 points) 

Assignment 4 5 Points 
Give a complete description of the Cohen-Sutherland line-clipping algorithm. 
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Assignment 5 5 Points 
List each of the five layers of an interactive system and describe its purpose. Draw a diagram 
showing their order in relation to the system hardware. 

Assignment 6 6 Points 
For the course Usability 101, the instructor has defined an Ultra Simple File Manager called 
USFM. After one opens USFM, one can edit files, print files, delete files, or quit USFM. USFM 
treats all files as text and has a very simple integrated editor. Editing is initiated by selecting a 
file and then opening it. When editing one can insert characters (by typing), delete characters (by 
using the delete or backspace keys), cut groups of characters, copy groups of characters, or paste 
groups of characters. To print one selects a file, optionally selects a printer, optionally prints part 
of a file by selecting pages, and then issues a print command. Files are deleted by selecting them 
and then selecting delete. 

Using the ConcurTaskTree notation, write down a task analysis for the use of USFM. 

Temporal Relationships 
 Alternate T1 [] T2 
 Optional [Task] 
 Interleaved T1 ||| T2 
 Sync. T1 [action_list] T2 
 Deactivate T1 [> T2 
 Enable T1 >> T2 
 Enable w/info T1 []>> T2 
 Suspend-resume T1 |> T2 
 Iterate T* or Tn 
 

Assignment 7 6 Points 
An application has a tool bar with a magnifying glass tool button and a de-magnifying glass tool 
button. It also has a type-in field, which can specify an absolute magnification. Finally, there is a 
drop-down list that contains the following magnifications: 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%, 150%, 
200%, and 400%. The user can type in an absolute magnification, select a magnification from a 
list, or click on one of the tool buttons. If the user clicks on the magnifying glass button, the next 
bigger size of those on the drop-down list is selected. For example if the magnification was 
134% when the user clicked on the magnifying glass button, then the magnification would be set 
to 150%. Similarly, clicking on the de-magnifying glass button decreases the magnification one 
level. In addition, the field should display the current magnification value. The four widgets 
publish the following variables: 

MagnifyingGlass.value contains the current magnification value and changes 
upward when the magnifying glass button is pushed. 

DeMagnifyingGlass.value contains the current magnification value and changes 
downward when the de-magnifying glass button is 
pushed. 

MagnificationField.value contains the current magnification value and changes 
when the type-in field is changed. 

MagnificationList.value contains the current magnification value and changes 
when a new value is selected from the list. 

Task Types 

Abstract

User

Interaction

Functional Core
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Finally, the application’s displayed document has a variable, Document.magnification, 
which holds the value of the current magnification for the document. 

(a) Write a set of one-way constraints to maintain the magnification of the document and 
maintain consistency among the widgets. (4 points) 

(b) Draw a dependency graph for your constraints. (1 point) 

(c) If the user selects a new magnification from the drop-down list, which nodes in your graph 
will need to be updated? (1 point) 

Assignment 8 8 Points 
The department of Space Sciences is constructing a model-rocket launch pad that will be 
computer controlled and used to electronically launched model rockets. There will be two 
launchers controlled from a central panel. The interface for the launch controller consists of a 
button panel with three buttons the first is a latch that must be set in order to enable the other two 
buttons. The other two buttons are computer push buttons that operate like Swing buttons and 
generate a fire event each time that they are released with the pointer inside of the button. In 
addition, each launch station has a sensor that is true when there is a rocket present. The two 
regular buttons correspond to each launch position and should be disabled (grayed-out) when 
there is no rocket present at that station. See the figure below. 

 

Launch 

Enable 

Latch 

Position 1 

Push Button 

Position 2 

Push Button 

Launch Control Panel 

 
A Latch has the following events and state changes: 

Activate From the disabled state (grayed-out) to the enabled state where the 
latch is unset (up). 

Deactivate From any state to the disabled state. 
PointedAt Occurs as the mouse pointer enters the area of the latch. When this 

happens outside of the disabled state the system displays a high-
lighted picture of the latch’s current state (up or down). 

NotPointedAt Occurs as the mouse pointer leaves the area of the latch. When this 
happens outside of the disabled state the system displays the latch’s 
current state as either an up button or a down (depressed) button. 

Prepare Occurs if the mouse button is depressed within the area of the latch. 
When this happens outside of the disabled state the system displays 
a highlighted picture (up or down) of the opposite state from the 
current latch state. (E.g., if the latch is down, it will appear up and 
highlighted.) 

Set Occurs after a Prepare if the latch shows an up and highlighted 
picture and the mouse button is released within the latch’s area. 

Clear Occurs after a Prepare if the latch shows a down and highlighted 
picture and the mouse button is released within the latch’s area. 

A button has the following events and state changes: 

Enable From the disabled state (grayed-out) to the enabled state. 
Disable From any state to the disabled state. 
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MouseOver Occurs as the mouse pointer enters the area of the button. When 
this happens outside of the disabled state the system displays a 
highlighted picture of the button that mirrors the state of the mouse 
button. (I.e., up if the button is not pressed and down if it is.) 

MouseOff Occurs as the mouse pointer leaves the area of the button. When 
this happens outside of the disabled state the system displays a 
picture of the button in the up position. 

Depress Occurs if the mouse button is pressed while pointing at the button. 
Fire Occurs if the button is not disabled and the mouse button is 

released within the area of the button. This causes the button to go 
to the enabled state. In the enabled state the button is displayed as a 
colored but not highlighted image. 

The rocket pad sensor system generates the following event: 

SensorChangeN occurs whenever a rocket is placed or removed from the launch pad 
in position N. 

The mouse generates the following events: 

MouseUp occurs whenever the mouse button is pressed. 
MouseDown occurs whenever the mouse button is released. 

There are also the following Boolean variables that can be tested:  

RocketPresentN is true whenever a rocket is on the launch pad in position N. 
MouseButton is true whenever the mouse button is down. 

Using the statechart notation described below, specify the launch control panel. Note, you need 
only specify the details for one push button for launch pad positions. 

Xor Meta State

Start Mark State

Final State

H

History State

     

 

And Meta State 

H* 

Recursive 
History State 

 
 

Transition 

Template 

Event(condition)/Action 

State Examples 

 


